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Broadband network provides support for information and communications technology 

(ICT) transformation of a country. This is a common agreement of all the countries around 

the world. However, the approaches of realization may vary. Because the conditions 

vary among different countries, cost-effective methods must be adopted to build future-

proofing broadband access networks based on specific conditions. Around the world or 

within a country, broadband access networks with various media will co-exist for a long 

time. In countries like Japan, Korea, and Singapore, fiber to the home (FTTH) is popularized 

because of resource investment of the government. In countries that still focus on large-scale 

infrastructure construction, such as China and Thailand, new communications infrastructure 

is built based on fibers, and FTTH has become the main technique for broadband access. 

However, more countries are still exploiting the potentials of existing copper cables and coaxial 

cables while promoting FTTH development. The bandwidth of such inventory infrastructure 

still has a great potential for improvement based on the support of new technologies. 

The inventory infrastructure can still provide high-quality services for users. In Switzerland, 

Swisscom provides a bandwidth of 1 Gbit/s on copper twisted pairs. In Denmark, TDC provides 

a bandwidth of 1 Gbit/s on coaxial cables. Besides FTTH development, wireless access methods 

such as WTTx and microwave can also be used in remote regions, to provide basic broadband 

services for users.

Copper cables and coaxial cables are widely deployed fixed access inventory resources. By 

exploiting their potentials, network evolution can be performed in a cost-effective and smooth 

manner. The following factors must be emphasized in reconstruction of the copper cable 

network: first, the bandwidth of copper cables must be improved based on new technologies 

such as G.fast; second, the delivery efficiency for newly built sites must be improved as copper 

cables are gradually replaced by optical fibers and sites are deployed closer to the end users; 

third, equipment forms must be enriched to adapt to diverse site environments. Challenges 

facing reconstruction of the coaxial cable network are similar to those facing reconstruction of 

the copper cable network. The difference lies in that the upgraded coaxial cable network must 

be converged with the FTTx network, to finally evolve into the FTTH network.

Preface — Challenges and Opportunities with 
Gigaband Network Development
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FTTH is considered the best broadband access technology. It is the first choice in green field. 

The key problem of FTTH is infrastructure. The active equipment, such as OLT has little effect 

on FTTH deployment, and its cost proportion is very small. In brown field, infrastructure 

usually needs to be reconstructed for FTTH deployment, and three key difficulties must be 

addressed: high deployment costs, long deployment duration, and long pay-back time. These 

difficulties are the main causes of unbalanced FTTH development around the world. The 

FTTH deployment scope in most countries is limited, but some countries have achieved great 

success in recent years. By the end of 2015, only 3 countries had achieved FTTH penetration 

rate of above 50%, and 21 countries had achieved FTTH penetration rate of above 10%. The 

FTTH penetration rate in European countries with highly developed broadband service, such 

as Germany and France is less than 2%, and that in the UK is even less than 1%. However, 

this does not compromise the remarkable progress of some countries in FTTH deployment 

in the recent 3 years. Spain started the FTTH construction in 2012 and had covered 35% of 

the households and connected more than 300 million households by the end of 2015. China 

launched the national broadband strategies in 2013. By the end of 2015, the total number of 

FTTH users in China had reached 120 million, and more than 50 million new users subscribed 

to the FTTH service within only the year of 2015.

Wireless broadband network is an important supplement to wired broadband network, and 

there can be synergy between them. Here the “wireless” includes 4G and microwave. 

Microwave can be applied in backhaul, while 4G in broadband access. In scenarios without 

wired access infrastructure or without much broadband services, utilizing inventory 4G 

network resources such as tower, spectrum etc. wireless access enables fast coverage and 

provides basic broadband access services with low costs. In addition, during bandwidth speed-

up reconstruction of copper cables, wireless access can cooperate with the bound bandwidth 

of wired access, to provide higher bandwidth for users. Demand for experience by users 

and the broadband definition by the national ICT planning will be higher and higher，many 

wireless broadband users may migrate to wired network. 
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Now it’s the best time window for building broadband networks. Regarding applications, 

video services are growing rapidly, 4K video applications become more popular, and video 

reality (VR) applications are emerging. Regarding technologies, G.fast, DOCSIS 3.1, and NG-

PON2 have been put into commercial use and can provide gigabit access services for users. 

Regarding the business, fixed and mobile convergence has become the new trend. More 

mobile operators enter the fixed network broadband market. Enriched technologies and 

experience have been accumulated in the industry: FTTH has been put into commercial use for 

more than 10 years; copper cable/coaxial cable networks can provide a bandwidth of above 

300 Mbit/s on a large scale; wireless broadband access has achieved success practices. Under 

this circumstances, we must learn from the broadband network deployment experience of 

countries around the world, to contribute to the global ICT transformation.
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The copper cable network is important infrastructure of conventional telecommunications 

operators. Appropriate utilization of inventory copper cable resources helps construct the 

broadband network in a cost-effective and efficient manner. In 2000, broadband construction 

experienced the first round of upsurge centered on ADSL2/2+. In 2008, people began to divert 

their attention from copper cables to superior optical fibers, setting off an FTTH construction 

wave. Although copper cables will be eventually replaced with optical fibers, it is not the 

optimal choice to perform the replacement in all scenarios without considering costs. The 

potential of copper cables can be further exploited, and their service life can be extended. G.fast 

can provide an access bandwidth of up to 1 Gbit/s. Moreover, reconstruction of the inventory 

copper cable network helps provide cutting-edge services for users more efficiently.

During upgrade of the copper cable network, the bandwidth of copper cables must be first 

improved, and then the sites must be deployed closer to end users. To meet various customer 

requirements and infrastructure conditions, different copper technologies and equipment with 

different capacities and forms must be provided for newly built or reconstructed sites.

In recent years, the development of copper technologies has proved great potentials of copper 

cable infrastructure, and copper cables are still precious resources of operators. Requirements 

for high-bandwidth services and competitive pressure from operators such as MSOs contribute 

to the development of copper technologies. VDSL2 and latest SuperVector and G.fast 

technologies provide an access bandwidth ranging from 50 Mbit/s to 1 Gbit/s. In the near 

future, the NG-fast technology can provide an access bandwidth of 5 Gbit/s.

Quickly Upgrading the Copper Cable Network by 
Improving Access Bandwidth and Equipment Capability

1.1  Potentials and Challenges with Upgrade of the Copper Cable 

Network

1
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The evolution process of the copper cable network is a process in which copper cables are 

gradually replaced with optical fibers. FTTx is classified into three modes based on site locations 

or distance from users: FTTC, FTTB, and FTTD. Existing copper cables are applied between the 

FTTC, FTTB, or FTTD site and users, and optical fibers are applied between the site and the 

CO. The following figure shows typical scenarios of the FTTH, FTTC, FTTB, and FTTD modes. 

Main workload in newly constructed FTTH scenarios lies in fiber distribution and home access. 

However, this part of engineering can be avoided in FTTx scenarios. Therefore, compared with 

newly constructed FTTH scenarios, FTTx reconstruction scenarios require lower costs and a 

shorter construction period. In Switzerland, the costs of FTTx are about 10%�15% of the costs 

of FTTH due to the mountainous geographical condition and home access difficulty.

Copper Technology Keep Developing

FTTC mode 

CO
Deep fiber Copper

FTTC

FTTB mode
CO Deep fiber Copper

FTTB

building

FTTD mode

CO
Deep fiber Copper

FTTD

manhole/pole/basement

300m~800m

<200m

<50m

street

CO
Deep fiber Distribution fiber Drop fiber

FTTH mode 

Figure 1-2 FTTx scenarios
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Figure 1-1 Evolution of copper technologies
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In FTTx mode, active equipment is still adopted, and equipment and site requirements are 

more complex than those in the PON mode. New challenges will emerge during construction 

of new sites.

• The capacity of vectoring ports must be expanded to improve the bandwidth at sites with 

high user density. The capacity of vectoring ports is generally within 384 lines. However, 

the number of users at a large site may exceed 384 lines. This is a challenge facing the 

vectoring technology.

• The construction period for a newly built site must be shortened, and the site must 

support function or equipment expansion in the future.

• It is difficult to obtain power in some scenarios. Therefore, flexible power supply 

technologies are required.

• No appropriate installation location is available in some scenarios. Therefore, equipment 

reliability must be improved to adapt the adverse environments.

Challenge Mode

Vectoring capability > 384 lines FTTC/FTTB

Quick site delivery FTTC/FTTB

Diverse power obtaining methods FTTC/FTTB/FTTD

Adaptation to adverse environments FTTD

Table 1-1 Major challenges facing reconstruction of the copper cable network

1.2  4 Ways to Upgrade the Copper Cable Network

1.2.1  Large-Capacity Vectoring and SuperVector Equipment to Adapt to High 

User Density

In a scenario where the length of copper cables ranges from 500 m to 1000 m, the user 

bandwidth can be improved by 100% with the vectoring technology. Within this distance, 

a site may cover more than 700 households. If the vectoring capability of the equipment is 

insufficient, users at the site must be grouped into 2 or more independent vectoring groups. 
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1.2.2   One-Stop Outdoor Cabinets to Shorten the Site Delivery Period

In the conventional deployment mode for an outdoor cabinet, operators purchase the 

equipment, power system, cabinet body, and accessories, such as the MDF and ODF, from 

different vendors and then perform assembly and commissioning on site. The purchase, 

assembly, installation, and commissioning period is long, increasing the operation TTM. 

However, the one-stop outdoor cabinet can significantly shorten the TTM. It is pre-assembled 

with all site components including the equipment, power system, and MDF and ODF. Before 

delivery, all site components are properly integrated and undergo integration testing. Only 

Similarly, in a scenario where the length of copper cables ranges from 300 m to 500 m, the 

SuperVector technology can provide a downstream bandwidth of 300 Mbit/s for users. Within 

this distance, the maximum number of users may reach 300. Therefore, the equipment must 

provide a SuperVector capability of 300 lines.

Large Vectoring System Seperate Vectoring System

Any ports can 

cancel crosstalk

Ports from different 

parts cannot cancel 

crosstalk

Figure 1-3 Integrated vectoring system and 2 independent vectoring groups 

with a vectoring capability of 768 lines

However, the crosstalk between groups cannot be canceled. The worst consequence is that 

the vectoring technology does not take effect. The equipment must provide a vectoring 

capability of at least 700 lines to ensure the vectoring effect.
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Figure 1-4 One-stop cabinet

Power Meter

Small Cell

Deep Fiber

Copper site

FTTC site
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Leased line

4G LTE

FTTB/D

Power + Backhaul Center

Value-added Enabler

Antenna

simple installation is required on site. Compared with conventional cabinets, the one-stop 

cabinet reduces the engineering duration by 60%.

Sites are precious resources of operators and must provide superb scalability. The well 

designed one-stop outdoor cabinet can evolve into the optical access cabinet in future. In 

addition, the cabinet space can be expanded by adding a side box or top box. The cabinet 

supports installation of the transport network equipment, power meter, and antenna to adapt 

to future service expansion, such as the power station and wireless backhaul services.
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Optical Cable
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(integrated device)

Figure 1-5 Topology of the remote power supply

Reversed power supply

The reversed power supply solution is the only way to obtain power when the local site 

cannot obtain power and the remote power system cannot be deployed. In the reversed 

power supply solution, power is obtained from end users through the copper cables. The 

reversed power system must provide superb power supply management capability, to ensure 

that online users share the equipment power consumption fairly. However, the reversed power 

1.2.3   Flexible Power Supply Methods

In some scenarios, it is difficult to obtain power, and the costs are high. The remote power 

supply or reversed power supply must be adopted.

Remote power supply

The remote power supply solution is applied to scenarios where the existing site cannot 

obtain power and excessive copper cable resources are available between the CO and the 

site. At present, 2 main remote power supply solutions are available based on the IEC 60950-

21 standard: RFT-V and RFT-C. The RFT-V solution limits the voltage of the remote power 

system, and the RFT-C solution limits the current of the remote power system. The power 

supply efficiency of the RFT-C solution is higher than that of the RFT-V solution. However, 

when the same power is provided, the RFT-C solution occupies more copper cable resources. 

In a scenario where the length of copper cables is less than 6 km, the remote power supply 

solution is very cost-effective. The following figure shows the typical topology of the remote 

power supply.
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Power fairly
Copper Bundle

RPF DPU

Loop1

Loop2Loop3
PSE

PSE

PSE
power flow

Figure 1-6 Intelligent reversed power supply

RPF DPU should 
be fairly powered 
by all active 
PSE/ports at 
different loop.

1.2.4  Integrated Equipment to Adapt to Adverse Environments

High requirements are imposed on the equipment size, weight, and reliability in outdoor FTTB 

or FTTD installation scenarios with copper cables, such as the wall-mounted, pole-mounted, 

and manhole-based installation scenarios. For example, pole-mounted equipment must be 

portable and require only 1 person for installation. For equipment installed in a manhole, no 

water enters the manhole in a 7-day water intrusion test. In dusty and high-temperature desert 

regions, the equipment must withstand a high temperature of 70°C in airtight conditions. 

Integrated equipment with higher reliability can be used to meet these requirements.

Figure 1-7 Integrated G.fast equipment (white equipment in the upper part of the 

figure) installed by Swisscom in a manhole

supply solution has a restriction. When the access equipment obtains power only from end 

users, the fixed-line phone service becomes unavailable if all online users encounter a power 

outage at home.
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Figure 1-8 Copper cable network construction
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Network 
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 NGA 2.0 (on 
demand)

1.3  Global Typical Cases

1.3.1  UK

In 2009, BT started the NGA 1.0 project. The study result of BT shows that the FTTC 

deployment efficiency is 7 times the FTTH deployment efficiency in UK, and FTTC provides a 

bandwidth of 80 Mbit/s. This bandwidth meets service requirements of users in a short term. 

In 2014, BDUK authorized BT to provide broadband coverage for remote areas in the FTTC 

mode. At the beginning of 2016, BT started the NGA 2.0 project. Centered on copper cable 

network construction, BT attempts to provide a maximum bandwidth of 500 Mbit/s for users 

by using the G.fast technology. In regions subject to competition, BT also has a plan for the 

FTTH network.

Europe has enriched inventory copper cable resources. Therefore, it is important to make full 

use of these copper cable resources. For example, UK, Switzerland, and Germany are utilizing 

copper cable resources to achieve broadband coverage in Europe.
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1.3.2   Switzerland

1.3.3   Germany

Swisscom faced with huge pressure from MSOs. MSOs first launched the package higher than 

100 Mbit/s, and Swisscom must urgently improve the bandwidth of its copper cables. Based 

on comparison, Swisscom selects the comprehensive network construction mode oriented for 

various scenarios, covering large FTTC sites, FTTS manholes, and FTTB passageways. The G.fast 

technology is applied to FTTS manhole scenarios, increasing the package bandwidth to 500 

Mbit/s and helping Swisscom build its brand image.

M-net is an important urban operator in Germany. It provides voice and broadband services 

for the German public. To meet the super bandwidth requirements of the German public and 

improve its competitive strength, M-net plans to optimize its fixed networks and finally selects 

the copper cable network construction solution. M-net adopts the FTTB mode and installs the 

equipment in the passageway. However, the installation space is small, and it is difficult to 

obtain power. M-net then uses the G.fast integrated equipment that supports the intelligent 

reversed power supply, to provide ultra-broadband services similar to those provided in the 

FTTH mode.

Figure 1-9 First G.fast subscriber and 500 Mbit/s package of Swisscom
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1.3.4   Italy

The Italian telecommunications management organization stipulates that telecommunications 

operators must share the drop copper cables and a newly built site in the national broadband 

project must provide a bandwidth of 100 Mbit/s for more than 50% of the users. The national 

broadband project involves 3 operators: Telecom Italia, Fastweb, and Vodafone. In most 

scenarios of the project, original outdoor sites must be reused to construct the copper cable 

network. It is known that no technology is currently available to cancel the cross-operator 

crosstalk on copper cables. As a result, the VDSL2, vectoring, and G.fast technologies are 

not applicable in Italy. Therefore, these 3 operators adopt the SuperVector technology. 

Although the crosstalk cannot be canceled, the SuperVector technology provides much higher 

bandwidth compared with the VDSL2 technology, meeting the requirements of the Italian 

telecommunications management organization.

In addition, if an operator must share copper cables with other operators, the SuperVector 

technology is also the only way to provide a higher bandwidth compared with the VDSL2 

technology, without canceling the crosstalk between equipment provided by different 

operators.

Figure 1-10 Passageway installation scenario of M-net
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Figure 1-11 SuperVector bandwidth
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Summary

The purpose of copper cable network construction is to construct the supper broadband 

network in a cost-effective and efficient manner. With the potential of constant development, 

copper technologies can meet future service development requirements. Huawei explores 

various ways to address possible challenges in copper cable network construction. An 

increasing number of success practices indicate that operators' investment in copper cables 

is returned, and the ROI period is shortened. Original fixed copper cable assets are reused, 

reducing the engineering costs. Moreover, new services are developed, attracting more users 

and contributing to business success.
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2.1  Key Factors Contributing to the Cable Network Upgrade

This section describes the 3 key factors contributing to the cable network upgrade.

Access bandwidth improvement

To improve the access bandwidth of the cable network, spectrum expansion must be 

performed for cables. The commonly used DOCSIS 3.0 technology is subject to insufficient 

upstream bandwidth, low spectrum modulation efficiency, and high unit bandwidth cost. 

In the DOCSIS 3.1 technology, the spectrum is expanded, and the modulation efficiency is 

improved. The DOCSIS 3.1 technology is considered the best cable technology at present 

which can provide a bandwidth of 1 Gbit/s. At present, the reconstructed cable network 

where optical nodes are deployed closer to end users still adopts the DOCSIS3.0 technology 

and supports smooth upgrade to the DOCSIS 3.1 technology.

As user services develop from TV and data services to comprehensive video, voice, ultrafast 

data, and mobile services, MSOs using cable resources as the main access resources are 

faceing with critical challenges. First, the existing DOCSIS 3.0 technology cannot meet the 

bandwidth requirements of new services, and the potentials of cables must be exploited 

with new technologies. Second, comprehensive services intensify the competition in the 

industry, accelerating the triple play progress. Some MSOs cooperate with OTTs to provide 

IP-based video services. Some MSOs are acquired by conventional telecommunications 

operators. For example, Vodafone acquires KDG in Germany and ONO in Spain; and TDC in 

Denmark acquires YouSee. As a result, an IP-based network architecture converged with the 

telecommunications network is required. Third, sites must be deployed closer to end users to 

improve the access bandwidth. MSOs and operators seek to perform reconstruction based on 

existing site conditions and upgrade sites in a cost-effective and efficient manner. 3 key factors 

contributing to the cable network upgrade are as follows: access bandwidth improvement, IP-

based network convergence, and cost-effective and efficient site reconstruction.

Upgrading the Cable Network in a Cost-Effective and 
Efficient Manner by Improving Access Bandwidth and 
Performing IP-based Network Convergence

2
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IP-based network convergence

During network upgrade, MSOs need to consider smooth evolution to the all-IP network. 

The IP-based network provides support for high-quality video services and future service 

innovation.

IP-based transformation is required for MSO networks, to meet the high bandwidth, low 

latency, and low jitter requirements for 4K video content. Conventional video services of MSOs 

are based on the DVB-C technology. Particular spectrums must be assigned to modulate the 

video services. 4K video content requires more spectrum resources and higher bandwidth. 

Compared with the conventional network, the IP-based network improves the signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR), anti-interference performance, and transmission stability.

For service innovation, the conventional MSO network must support current IP-based 

new applications, such as the smart home service based on interaction with household 

appliances and the telepresence video system integrated with the voice service. Moreover, 

the MSO network can provide new video services such as the bullet screen, popular channel 

recommendation, and multi-screen interaction.

Some MSOs have incorporated IP-based transformation in current network reconstruction. For 

example, the wired set-top box (STB) at home supports DVB-C and IP-based videos. Therefore, 

in subsequent migration of IP-based video services, end terminals do not need to be replaced, 

saving massive investments.

Besides IP-based transformation, convergence with heterogeneous networks must also be 

considered in MSO network construction. First, the newly constructed MSO network adopts 

the PON access mode, requiring convergence between the conventional cable network and 

the FTTH network. Second, after telecommunications operators are converged with MSOs, the 

conventional cable network must also be converged with the FTTx network. The convergence 

involves the following 3 dimensions: access network, bearer network, and O&M management 

system.

Cost-effective and efficient site reconstruction

Most of the costs and engineering duration in the cable network upgrade lies in site upgrade 

and reconstruction. The site space and power supply capability of existing hub sites are limited. 

During network upgrade, space and power consumption requirements for existing sites must 

be reduced, to avoid new site construction or site expansion and reduce future maintenance 

pressure.
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2.2  5 Ways to Upgrade the Cable Network

The DOCSIS 3.1 standard was issued by CableLabs in the fourth quarter of 2013. It provides 

an upstream frequency of 204 MHz and a downstream frequency of 1.2�1.7 GHz. In addition, 

the OFDM technology greatly improves the modulation efficiency. DOCSIS 3.1 is downward 

compatible with DOCSIS 3.0 and DOCSIS 2.0. DOCISS 3.1 provides an upstream bandwidth 

of 1 Gbit/s and a downstream bandwidth of 10 Gbit/s, improving the competitive strength of 

MSOs.

During upgrade from DOCSIS 3.0 to DOCSIS 3.1, E2E equipment must be upgraded, including 

the CMC (CO equipment), CM (terminal equipment), and HFC parts. This is a major investment 

and network upgrade project for MSOs. Even if MSOs reconstruct existing networks based on 

DOCSIS 3.0 at present, they must be prepared for future DOCSIS 3.1 upgrade.

2.2.1   DOCSIS 3.1 Providing Gigabit-Level Access

Figure 2-1 10G DOCSIS 3.1 capability

9.39G Downstream 1.2G Upstream

In the US, main MSOs such as Comcast, LG, and Vodafone have started the DOCSIS 3.1 

project. In Europe, TDC in Denmark first completes DOCSIS 3.1-based network upgrade, 

providing gigabit services for users.

Cable networks are precious inventory assets of MSOs, and therefore it is critical for MSOs 

to extend the service life of cable networks. DOCSIS 3.1 is not the end of cable technology 

development. The bandwidth of cables can be further improved by using the full-duplex 
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Figure 2-2 DOCSIS evolution
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The converged cable and FTTH platform helps MSOs integrate the IP and HFC networks at 

the bearer and access layers. In addition, the CMC is deployed close to end users, enabling 

the MSO network to smoothly evolve into the FTTH-only network in future. This enables cost-

effective, agile, and prospective network construction based on demands. The convergence 

involves the following 3 dimensions: access network, bearer network, and O&M management 

system.

As shown in the left diagram in Figure 2-3, the CCAP in the conventional MSO network is 

deployed at the POP site, and a large number of point-to-point optical fibers are required. The 

newly constructed FTTH network adopts the PON architecture. There are two independent 

bearer networks. Convergence of the cable network and FTTH network helps reduce network 

construction costs and O&M difficulty.

2.2.2   Converged Cable and FTTH Network

and spread spectrum technologies. The full-duplex technology enables self-interference 

cancellation to overlap the upstream and downstream spectrums, and therefore increases the 

available upstream and downstream frequencies. The spread spectrum technology increases 

the frequency to 3 GHz or even higher. At SCTE Cable-Tec Expo 2016, the first 3 GHz prototype 

in the industry demonstrated a bandwidth of up to 25 Gbit/s.
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As shown in the right diagram in Figure 2-3, the converged cable and FTTH platform achieves 

convergence in the following dimensions:

• Access network

The OLT provides gigabit-level broadband access based on various media, such as cables, 

twisted pairs, and optical fibers. Various access media share the same access platform, 

enabling on-demand network construction for MSOs or other operators, that is, MSOs or 

other operators can flexibly select the access mode based on scenarios. This significantly 

reduces the network construction costs. For example, Vodafone New Zealand has adopted 

the unified access platform since 2015. In a newly constructed scenario, the FTTH mode is 

adopted to provide a maximum bandwidth of 10 Gbit/s. Moreover, the existing low-speed 

conventional CMTS network is upgraded based on D-CCAP and DOCSIS 3.1, providing a 

maximum bandwidth of 1 Gbit/s.

• Bearer network

In terms of bearer network convergence, the number of MANs decreases from 2 to 1, 

simplifying the network architecture.

• O&M maintenance system

In terms of O&M management system convergence, most MSOs manage fiber users in newly 

constructed scenarios by means of DOCSIS Provisioning over EPON/GPON (DPoE/G). This 

Figure 2-3 Access network and bearer network convergence
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IP-based video evolution is progressive. 3-phase process is well recognized in the industry for 

IP-based video evolution, including the convergent platform, convergent terminal, and all-IP 

phases, and is regarded as the guidance for future IP-based video evolution for MSOs.

• Convergent platform

The convergent video platform supports the hybrid IPTV/OTT and DVB-C solution. The 

headend system, DVB CAS system, and STB on the live network can be reused, enabling future 

evolution to IPTV/OTT while protecting the investment in the live network. The convergent 

video platform enables flexible capacity expansion and upgrade. This avoids overlapping 

investments and enables smooth evolution of the video platform.

• Convergent terminal

After experiencing the convergent platform phase, MSOs step into the convergent terminal 

phase. New home terminals support both DOCSIS network services and IPTV/OTT and DVB-C 

video services. The STB and cable modem are integrated, to serve as the home function 

center in the future MSO network. At present, the convergent platform is controversial in the 

industry. Some MSOs choose to retain the existing separated DOCSIS network and DVB-C 

network and directly evolves into the all-IP video network in future.

• All-IP video network

The all-IP video network is the ideal result of IP-based video evolution for the coaxial cable 

network. The QAM video headend system and the DVB-C STB that does not support IPTV/OTT 

in the conventional MSO network will be withdrawn from the stage of history. Instead, the 

IPTV/OTT platform and STB will be used, providing IP-based network services and live and on-

demand video services.

Vodafone New Zealand constructs the convergent platform that supports IPTV/OTT and 

DVB-C. The convergent platform reuses the existing headend system and builds a foundation 

for IP-based evolution. The green field (new construction areas) and brown field (inventory 

2.2.3   Multi-Phase All-IP Evolution

management mode is developed based on the conventional CMTS system and is not the 

best way to manage broadband users. To improve the O&M efficiency, a new unified O&M 

management platform is required to better serve cable and FTTH users.
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• The digital cable network can improve network construction and maintenance efficiency 

and reduce network construction costs on an E2E basis.

• Digital equipment room: The conventional CMTS/CCAP equipment room requires a large 

number of RF splitters/combiners and optical transmitters/receivers. The digital equipment 

2.2.4   Digital Cable Network to Reduce Network Construction Costs and 

Improve O&M Efficiency

Figure 2-4 IP-based video evolution solution of Vodafone New Zealand
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coaxial areas) are differentiated. In the green field, the FTTH and IPTV network is directly 

deployed to provide IP-based video services. In the brown field, the existing DVB-C headend 

system is reused to provide broadcast TV services by means of FTTH overlay. As planned, the 

IPTV over DOCSIS technology will be adopted in the brown field in 2017, to upgrade the video 

solution on the entire network to IPTV/OTT.
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Figure 2-5 Comparison between D-CCAP and I-CCAP
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room saves the space by 70% and reduces the TCO.

• Digital fiber: The conventional CMTS/CCAP equipment adopts point-to-point analog 

fibers for transmission. A large number of optical transmitters/receivers are required, and 

each optical site requires at least 1 pair of fibers for transmission. Some operators use 

the dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) equipment to reduce the number 

of fibers required. However, this significantly increases the construction and maintenance 

costs. Digital fibers in the D-CCAP solution function based on the point-to-multipoint 

PON network architecture, reducing the fiber demands by a maximum of 80%.

• Digital optical site and O&M: During commissioning of the conventional CMTS/CCAP 

equipment, a large number of external test instruments are used to detect analog signals. 

The digital optical site simplifies the network O&M. The D-CCAP equipment is integrated 

with the digital test and statistics functions. A unified network management platform is 

used for querying and management.
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The D-CCAP solution requires small space and reduces the power consumption. It is the 

optimal solution for MSOs to upgrade the network by reusing existing hub sites.

The following figure compares the requirements for the hub equipment room space and 

power consumption in the conventional integrated M-CMTS solution, I-CCAP solution, and 

D-CCAP solution, provided that 30,000 users are under coverage. As shown in the figure, 

the D-CCAP solution requires the smallest space and has the lowest power consumption. 

Integration of VOD and BC QAM into the remote D-CCAP site makes the benefits of the 

D-CCAP solution even more pronounced. In addition, the D-CCAP network is constructed 

based on the point-to-multipoint PON network architecture, greatly saving fiber resources 

compared with the conventional point-to-point CMTS/CCAP network architecture. Moreover, 

expansion flexibility of the conventional CMTS/CCAP network is reduced if wavelength division 

equipment, such as the DWDM equipment, is used for multiplexing.

2.2.5  D-CCAP Solution to Save Equipment Room Space and Reduce Energy 

Consumption
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Brazil NET replaces the existing conventional CMTS solution with the D-CCAP solution. The 

number of optical transmitters, optical receivers, and EQAM devices is reduced. As a result, 

the number of cabinets decreases from 17 to 3, greatly saving the equipment room space and 

reducing the power consumption.

 CMTS Core
18RU

CMTS Core
18RU

RFSW
6RU

EQAM
13RU Tx & Rx

18RU
RF

Combiner
16RU

OLT: 6RU

ODF: 3RU

Tx & Rx
18RU

I-CCAP
13RU

Traditional M-CMTS solution -CCAP solution solution

Figure 2-7 D-CCAP solution for Brazil NET
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Figure 2-6 Comparison of hub equipment room space and power 

consumption requirements in different solutions
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2.3  Global Typical Cases

TDC is the largest full-scope operator in Denmark. It is faced with requirements for 4K/8K and 

HD/UHD video services. TDC develops the GigaSPEED solution to provide gigabit broadband 

services for all TDC customers by means of DOCSIS 3.1 network reconstruction. As planned 

by TDC, by the end of 2017, the upgrade will be completed for 1.7 million users, gigabit-

level access will cover 50% of the households, megabit-level access will cover 70% of the 

households, and 10 Mbit/s access will cover all households. In May 2016, TDC successfully 

deployed the first DOCSIS 3.1 network in Europe, indicating that commercial use of the 

DOCSIS technology becomes mature. This is an excellent demonstration for worldwide MSOs.

TDC adopts the D-CCAP solution to construct the cutting-edge DOCSIS 3.1 network. 

The DOCSIS 3.1 network provides ultra-broadband experience and provides an upstream 

bandwidth of 1 Gbit/s and a downstream bandwidth of 10 Gbit/s. This meets the network 

requirements of TDC in the future 5�8 years. Moreover, 1.3 million cables can be reused, 

without the need of routing optical fibers. This reduces the construction costs by 10%�12%, 

compared with the FTTH solution. Besides the cable network, TDC also has the DSL network 

and FTTH network. Convergence of these 3 networks for unified management is also 

considered in TDC projects.

2.3.1   TDC in Denmark: First DOCSIS 3.1 Commercial Network in Europe

CO
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Figure 2-8 Convergent network architecture of TDC
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In 2012, Vodafone New Zealand merged the New Zealand subsidiary of TelstraClear, the 

largest telecommunications company in Australia, and obtained the coaxial broadband 

network that covered 200,000 users in the 2 major cities of New Zealand: Christchurch and 

Wellington. Vodafone New Zealand has rich optical fiber, copper cable, and coaxial cable 

resources. Its major strategy is to converge fixed and mobile networks and converge various 

media on the access side, and make full use of existing network infrastructure to provide ultra-

broadband services for end users. Vodafone adopts a unified platform to enable access based 

on any media. In the coaxial cable network, Vodafone adopts the latest DOCSIS 3.1-based 

D-CCAP solution to provide 1 Gbit/s or higher ultra-broadband services. Moreover, Vodafone 

plans to provide IP-based video services in the coaxial cable network in 2017 by using the IPTV 

over DOCSIS technology. In the D-CCAP solution, the OLT supports 10G-PON in the upstream 

direction, which can be upgraded to TWDM PON in future. The remote CMC can be smoothly 

upgraded to DOCSIS 3.1 and finally evolve into FTTH. At present, Vodafone New Zealand is 

working on entire-network DOCSIS 3.1 upgrade. It has completed user cutover at more than 

200 sites. Vodafone New Zealand plans to complete user cutover on the entire network by 

2017, to provide any-media (optical fibers or coaxial cables) gigabit broadband services for 

users on the entire network.

2.3.2   Vodafone New Zealand: Convergent 10G-PON and DOCSIS 3.1 

Cable Network
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Figure 2-9 Network evolution of Vodafone New Zealand
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The FTTH network serves as infrastructure for providing universal services. Deployment of the 

FTTH network covers a large area and involves many stakeholders and various construction 

scenarios. These characteristics impose direct impact on FTTH deployment in terms of 

the following factors: monitoring policies, right of way (ROW)/real property acquisition, 

construction specifications, engineering methods, network planning and design, technical 

resource acquisition, and engineering management capability. FTTH deployment presents 

significant local characteristics due to the diverse influencing factors. These factors affect FTTH 

deployment in different countries to different degrees.

Impact of the diverse factors on FTTH deployment is mainly reflected on the following 3 

dimensions: costs, time to market (TTM), and benefits. Thorough understanding of these 3 

dimensions helps policy makers, network operators, and network constructors better select 

local FTTH deployment schemes.

FTTH Deployment Principles of Reducing Civil Work, 
Improving Efficiency, and Increasing the Penetration Rate

3.1  Improvement Principles for FTTH Deployment

3

This section provides 2 cases to show the significant differences of FTTH deployment in 

different countries. Analysis of these differences helps improve FTTH deployment in the future.

Spain VS. South Africa

The workforce cost of Spain is twice that of South Africa, but the FTTH deployment cost of 

Spain is only 30%–60% of that of South Africa. The key cause of this difference is that Spain 

implements monitoring policies of encouraging FTTH development.

Table 3-1 Spain and South Africa cost comparison 

E2E Cost/User (USD)

Spain < 450

South Africa 750–1600
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To encourage FTTH development in Spain, the government formulates a series of policies to 

reduce FTTH civil work costs. These policies help convert capital expenditures (CAPEX) into 

operating expenses (OPEX), greatly reducing the initial investment pressure of operators. 

As the FTTH implementation scale increases, industry maturity is largely improved, and the 

number of users increases rapidly, which further reduces the overall costs.

• Encourage reuse of existing pipelines and optimize the related legal framework. To enable 

operators to reuse municipal pipelines based on cooperation with utility companies in 

the cities, Spain refines the legal framework to define the liabilities and interests of all 

cooperating parties.

• Facilitate open pipeline infrastructure to reduce repeated construction. Trenching 

and pipeline layout are not required in more than 90% of the scenarios. Existing 

communications pipelines can be directly leased. Newly built pipelines must be open to 

all operators. The government determines a unified price for using the pipelines.

• Localization of construction specifications to reduce deployment costs. In the cities, 

cables can be routed on the facades for buildings without strict appearance requirements, 

reducing the costs by 65% compared with cable layout inside buildings. On the 

countryside, fibers can be deployed in aerial mode.

In South Africa, the government does not intervene in FTTH deployment. Lease of existing 

pipelines is a pure commercial activity of operators. Most operators without existing pipelines 

are worried about possible restrictions of the pipeline owners. Therefore, they choose to build 

their own pipelines. Compared with reusing existing pipelines, construction of new pipelines 

increases the costs and construction duration by more than 100%. The high costs and long 

construction duration hinder FTTH development in South Africa.

Thailand VS. Indonesia

Thailand and Indonesia are leading countries in Southeastern Asia. They mainly adopt the aerial 

FTTH deployment mode, and the deployment costs are similar. However, FTTH construction 

experiences a much faster growth in Thailand. By 2015, FTTH construction had covered 1.5 

million households, the number of users had reached 470,000, and the penetration rate had 

exceeded 30%. The high deployment efficiency and penetration rate contribute to rapid FTTH 

development in Thailand. It is estimated that the FTTH coverage in Thailand will cover 5 million 

households by the end of 2017. In 2015, about 600,000 new users subscribed to the FTTH 

service in Indonesia. Considering the number of construction personnel, the home connection 

efficiency in Thailand is about 2–4 times of that in Indonesia. An engineering team in 
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Indonesia completes only 1 or 2 home connections a day. FTTH deployment varies in Thailand 

and Indonesia in terms of the following 3 dimensions:

• The ROW acquisition period is different. In Indonesia, the application of right of public 

way must be approved by several government sectors, and the acquisition period is 

generally 1–3 months. The acquisition period of right of private way is uncertain because 

negotiation with the property owner or individual is required. Generally, the negotiation 

requires 1–2 months. However, in some regions, it is even harder to obtain the 

opportunity for negotiation. In Thailand, the number of times of negotiation is small, and 

the negotiation period is short. Generally, operators lease utility poles and only need to 

negotiate with the electricity company once. The negotiation period is generally within 1 

month. FTTH deployment in Thailand is mainly based on buildings. Negotiation with the 

owners committee can cover most households.

• The subcontractor engineering efficiency is different. In Indonesia, the subcontractor 

usually forms a temporary engineering team based on the user provisioning status. The 

subcontractor is lack of project management capability. The workforce management 

and incentive mechanisms are incomplete. No detailed construction specifications are 

provided, and no enough training is conducted for the workers. On the contrary, in 

Thailand, the biggest two fixed network operator both form their own engineering 

teams. They provide simple internal processes, high management efficiency, and 

comprehensive training sessions. The staff turnover rate is relatively small, and 

technologies and experience are effectively accumulated.

• The high penetration rate in Thailand further reduces the FTTH deployment costs. In 

Thailand, the 3 main fixed network operators formulate their own fiber strategies. 

Existing copper-cable broadband users are directly transformed to fiber users, ensuring 

a high fiber penetration rate. The high penetration rate reduces the cost per user and 

shortens the ROI period. At present, the FTTH end-to-end (E2E) cost in Thailand is less 

than 300 USD.

"All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way." Although 

FTTH development still faces many difficulties, the previous cases provide key directions for 

improving FTTH deployment, that is, improving FTTH deployment in the 3 dimensions of costs, 

TTM, and benefits based on the following principles: reducing civil work, improving efficiency, 

and increasing the penetration rate. Solutions that meet local requirements can be developed 

based on these 3 principles and experience of global success practices.
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Table 3-2 Principles for reducing FTTH deployment costs 

Note: See section 3.2.3. As the number of user increases, the home pass costs are 

shared among the users, and the cost per user goes down.

Cost TTM Benefit

Reduce civil work Reduced Shortened

Improve efficiency Shortened Increased

Increase the penetration 

rate
Reduced Note Increased

3.2  Key Factors of FTTH Deployment

This section describes typical FTTH deployment cases of 12 countries in 6 regions around the 

world. Based on these cases, this section analyzes the key factors that affect FTTH deployment 

from the 3 dimensions of costs, efficiency, and penetration rate.

3.2.1   Key Factors Affecting the FTTH Deployment Costs

Significant Difference in Global FTTH Construction Costs

Figure 3-1 shows the E2E costs of the 12 countries. As shown in the figure, the costs range 

from 300 USD to 3000 USD, presenting a significant difference. The difference is inevitably 

caused by some specific factors. However, based on analysis on the cost composition, 

common factors that affect the cost can be identified: one is civil work; the other is insufficient 

technical human resources, which increases the workforce costs. In addition, civil work 

only involves trenching and pipeline layout, but also involves ROW. ROW is one of the main 

difficulties that hinder FTTH development in some countries.
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Figure 3-2 FTTH cost composition

Civil Work — Most Critical Factor Affecting FTTH Construction Costs

To facilitate analysis, this section classifies FTTH E2E costs into 5 categories: civil work costs, 

fiber and related service costs, site and related service costs, and active equipment and home 

connection costs. Figure 3-2 shows the materials and services of each category.
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Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 analyze the costs in detail based on the break-down diagram 

shown in Figure 3-2. Based on following analysis results, top 3 factors that affect the costs are 

identified: civil work, fiber-related work, and home connection.
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Figure 3-3 FTTH cost break-down and analysis

Figure 3-4 Influencing factors and sensitivity analysis
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On the right side in Figure 3-3, the costs of 12 countries are analyzed separately based on 

the break-down method shown in Figure 3-2. On the left side in Figure 3-3, the proportion 

of each cost category is shown. The black curve indicates the change trend of the civil work 

costs. The following rule is found: In a country with high total costs, the proportion of civil 

work costs in the total costs is also high. 

Analysis on the sensitivity of each cost category helps determine the methods for reducing 

costs. Figure 3-4 shows the sensitivity analysis for each cost category, that is, the change range 

of the proportion of each cost category for the 12 countries. The proportion of civil work 

costs ranges from 15% to 66%, with an average value of 44%, which is the highest among 

all cost categories. The high proportion and wide range make civil work the most efficient and 

feasible dimension for reducing costs. The proportion of active equipment is the smallest, and 

proportion of OLT may only as low as 3%. 

The following factors contribute to the wide range of the proportion of civil work costs:

• Civil work mode: new, reused, leased, or jointly constructed and shared

• Engineering mode: aerial, underground, or facade

• Engineering technology: man-powered or mechanical

• ROW

The engineering technology is affected by the geographical condition and city environment. 

Experienced constructors select the appropriate engineering technology based on local 

conditions. The civil work mode and engineering mode are affected by the monitoring policies 

and local commercial environment. These 2 factors largely influence the civil work costs. For 

example, the pipelines and fibers must be routed underground in most cities. If no existing 

pipeline can be reused, trenching and pipeline layout costs may account for 70% of the 

total civil work costs. If existing pipelines can be reused, the civil work costs will significantly 

decreased. The aerial or outer-wall deployment mode can be used in specific scenarios 

and can reduce the costs by more than 50% compared with the underground engineering 

mode. In addition, ROW is involved in the civil work in most countries. In some countries, it is 

expensive and time-consuming to acquire the ROW. A typical country is India. The ROW fee is 

up to 180,000 USD/km in some states. The ROW costs may account for 50% of the operator's 

CAPEX.

Insufficient fiber-related skilled workers may cause high fiber service costs. On the right 
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side in Figure 3-3, the proportions of civil work costs in Singapore and the Republic of the 

Congo are marked by 2 red circles. The proportions for these 2 countries are far deviated 

from the black curve. Symptom in Singapore is very special. The government afforded ODN 

construction, and operator’s CAPEX doesn’t contain civil work cost. Symptom in Congo is 

mostly found in countries that just start FTTH deployment and have no mature FTTH industry 

chain. In the Republic of the Congo, the proportion of the civil work costs is not high, but the 

costs of splicing/termination/test services are up to 200 USD per user, which is close to 20% 

of the total costs with the penetration rate cost of more than 300 USD incorporated. On the 

contrary, in South Africa where FTTH development has gained some achievements, the costs 

of splicing/termination/test services are about 80 USD per user. In China where a mature FTTH 

industry chain has been established, such costs are about only 15 USD.

Composition of the home connection costs is similar to that of the home pass costs. Main 

influencing factors include pipeline layout, fiber layout, and splicing. For example, if the 

aerial mode is used for fiber layout, trenching and pipeline layout are avoided, which can 

significantly reduce the costs. If pre-engineered plug-and-play optical fibers are used, technical 

requirements for workers are reduced, and the required connection time is shortened.
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FTTH deployment efficiency not only includes the engineering efficiency of constructors but 

also includes the government approval efficiency and internal business decision efficiency and 

operation and maintenance (O&M) efficiency of operators. With improvement of these 3 types 

of efficiency, the TTM can be shortened, and the overall FTTH deployment efficiency can be 

improved.

Government Approval Efficiency

ROW approval is the most important step in government approval. In most countries, the 

ROW approval involves many regulatory authorities, and the approval period ranges from 2 

weeks to 3 months. The long approval period increases the material preparation and project 

idleness risks of operators and constructors. For example, the engineering duration of an 

optical distribution network (ODN) project for a community is generally controlled within 2 

months, and TTM may be doubled if the ROW approval period is too long.

Business Decision Efficiency and O&M Efficiency of Operators

Operators must work on improving the business decision efficiency and O&M efficiency. The 

operator performs a business decision before the deployment for each community. First, the 

operator must streamline the internal process to shorten the business decision chain. Then, the 

operator can quickly determine the community deployment costs using a software planning 

tool, providing reference for the decision.

2 factors affect the O&M efficiency: accuracy of the ODN resource system and home 

connection engineering efficiency. To ensure accuracy of the ODN resource system, the 

operator must record the ODN design and engineering results in the resource system 

accurately. The acceptance tool and planning and design tool can be integrated with the 

resource system, to control the accuracy of input information to the resource system. 

The home connection engineering efficiency is closely related to the technical skills of the 

engineering personnel. Besides basic skill training and appropriate management and incentive 

measures, some countries must reduce the technical requirements for onsite operations. Low 

technical requirements help enlarge the recruitment scope of engineering workforce and 

reduce the onsite engineering duration.

Engineering Efficiency of Constructors

2 factors affect the engineering efficiency of a constructor: availability of fiber-related technical 

resources and management capability of the constructor. 

3.2.2   Key Factors Affecting FTTH Deployment Efficiency
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A high penetrate rate undoubtedly indicates high total benefits and low costs per user. FTTH 

construction costs include 2 parts: home pass costs and home connection costs. The home 

connection costs count only when users require services and are fixed for all users. The home 

pass costs are one-time investment costs and are sunk costs invested regardless of user access. 

As the number of user increases, the sunk costs shared among users become lower, and the 

operator gains higher benefits. For example, the current penetration rate in Indonesia is about 

3.2.3   Impact of the Penetration Rate on FTTH Deployment

Operators have prepared fiber-related technical resources before deployment. However, the 

actual resource demands during FTTH network construction are far beyond the expectations. 

This situation often occurs in Europe, Africa, and South Pacific. Fiber-related technical resources 

include network planning and design technical personnel and fiber engineering technical 

personnel. These personnel are generally trained by operators or constructors. However, 

training on technical personnel requires a long time, especially network planning and design 

personnel with high skill and experience requirements. Therefore, operators and constructors 

must seek for other efficient measures while conducting training on technical personnel. For 

example, they can preferentially select equipment with low skill requirements, to reduce the 

technical requirements for workers; they can also outsource the network planning and design 

work to subcontractors who have enriched global network design resources. Telefonica uses 

the plug-and-play pre-connection scheme for home connection. This scheme helps reduce the 

technical requirements for workers and shorten the home connection time by 30%. Based on 

the remote design function of the integrated delivery management platform, an operator in 

Philippines applies the design resources in China to local ODN design services of  Philippines, 

eliminating the restrictions of local ODN network design resources.

During ODN engineering, the management capability of the constructor has a decisive 

influence on the engineering efficiency. ODN engineering implementation faces 3 challenges: 

diverse scenarios, a large number of subcontractors, and high risks. Diverse scenarios refer 

to the complex geographical and weather conditions. The underground conditions are 

complex and unpredictable and a large number of subcontractors are involved. Therefore, 

the constructor must instruct all subcontractors to follow the same workflow and quality 

specification. The large number of subcontractors and diverse scenarios contribute to 

unexpected situations during project implementation, increasing the project risks. A complete 

management platform must be provided for the subcontractors to address the challenges and 

ensure successful implementation of the project.
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Improvement of the penetration rate depends on proper planning and marketing. Google 

Fiber divides the market into multiple areas based on cellular planning and selects valuable 

areas for concentrated marketing. Users who want Google fiber services need to register 

online. When the proportion of pre-subscription households in an area reaches the threshold, 

Google, Fiber. The penetration rate in high- and medium-income communities reaches 75%, 

and that in low-income communities reaches 30%. There are many success practices of 

cellular planning and pre-subscription marketing in other countries.

Governments also help increase the penetration rate. Kansas is the first US city that deploys 

gigabit fibers. The government opens municipal public facilities to Google for free and also 

proactively participates in the community publicity activities, to seek fiber users. In China, 

the Shanghai municipal government also takes FTTH development as a part of government 

work and instructs sub-district governments to help operators eliminate obstacles when fiber 

entering communities.

The government, operator, constructor, and equipment vendor take major responsibilities 

in FTTH deployment. These parties must exert their own advantages and push forward 

FTTH development. As the social administrator the government imposes influence on the 

FTTH construction regarding the monitoring policies, construction permit, and construction 

specifications, and finally affects the FTTH construction costs and progress. The operator 

functions as the main body of FTTH construction. Besides improving the work efficiency and 

marketing capability, more operators seek cooperation with public service companies, such 

as electricity companies, for joint-construction and sharing or lease of pipelines and fibers, 

to reduce the initial investment. The constructor and equipment vendor focus on technology 

3.2.4   FTTH Deployment Stakeholders

Cost per user HP cost User quantity HC cost

Figure 3-5 FTTH user cost composition

15%. If the penetration rate increases to 40% to a reasonable degree, the ROI period will be 

shortened by 45%.
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and management innovations, to continuously improve the engineering capability and reduce 

the demands on technical resources. All the parties take their own responsibilities and work 

together to find out better measures in practices, to enable cost-effective and fast FTTH 

deployment.

3.3  9 Ways to Enable Cost-Effective and Fast FTTH Deployment

Infrastructure synergy contributes to intensive development. The government must develop 

monitoring policies to push forward the synergy planning and construction of infrastructure. 

Telecommunications operators can also help the government identify and create more synergy 

opportunities based on service innovations.

3.3.1   Enhancing Infrastructure Synergy to Reduce Civil Work Costs

This section describes FTTH deployment success practices around the world. These success 

practices, together with specific local conditions, help you find proper solutions based on your 

requirements.

Figure 3-6 Stake holders of FTTH deployment

Government

Operator

Constructor

Cost/Efficiency/Penetration
(supervision policy, 

permission, universal 
broadband access service)

Cost/Efficiency/Penetration
(Business decision, network 
planning, O&M efficiency, 

Marketing)

Cost/Efficiency
(Network planning and 

design, Engineering 
efficiency)
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Figure 3-7 EU infrastructure synergy policy

Enhancing Infrastructure Synergy with Monitoring Policies

The broadband network has become a type of infrastructure, just like transportation, water, 

and electricity. Most countries have realized this demand and therefore require synergy 

construction of infrastructure and pipelines during construction of new roads or buildings.

• Fiber From The Home

In China, the government formulates the Code for design of communication engineering for 

fiber to the home in residential districts and residential buildings. Since 2013, the government 

has required that FTTH construction be completed before residential household acceptance. 

FTTH in residential districts accounts for the highest proportion of the FTTH deployment costs. 

This specification helps reduce the costs by xx%. 

• Infrastructure Sharing

In Europe, EU issues the Directive 2014/61/CE to reduce the FTTH deployment costs. This 

specification encourages telecommunications operators to cooperate with public utility 

companies. This helps to reduce the total costs by 20% to 30%.
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Creating Infrastructure Synergy Opportunities Based on Service Innovations

China Mobile takes the industry video service as a future core service. While expanding the 

FTTH service, China Mobile proactively responds to the video surveillance demand of the 

government and provides video surveillance services for the government and enterprises. 

China Mobile integrates the originally independent professional surveillance network and FTTH 

network and runs more services on the passive optical network (PON). In this way, the ODN 

network construction costs are shared, and the income sources are expanded. China Mobile 

predicts that up to 20 billion USD can be earned when 52.36 million cameras are required in 

China.

In Taizhou, Zhejiang province, China Mobile provides 2 types of industry video services: 

government video surveillance and enterprise video surveillance, related to multiple fields such 

as public safety, transportation, food safety, safe production, and environment protection. By 

2015, the income of video surveillance services had exceeded 3 million USD, not incorporating 

the Safe City project. It is predicted that by 2018, the number of video surveillance cameras 

will exceed 100,000, and the income will reach 20 million USD.

Figure 3-8 US infrastructure synergy policy

• Infrastructure Synergy

In the US, the government issued the dig-once policy in 2012. The Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) predicts that the fiber deployment costs can be reduced by 20% to 40% 

after this policy is implemented.
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Table 3-3 Main video surveillance services of China Mobile in Taizhou

Government Monitoring Demand
Video Surveillance Services 

Provided by China Mobile
Remarks

Safe city 6000 cameras
A total of 600,000 cameras are 

required.

Food safety project
6463 cameras, covering 1516 

hotels, restaurants, and canteens
The ROI period is close to 2 years.

Video surveillance at construction 

sites

1158 cameras, covering 400 

construction sites
The ROI period is close to 1 year.

Safe village 438 cameras, covering 90 villages The ROI period is close to 3 years.

Development of the broadband industry varies significantly based on regions. The national 

economic conditions, infrastructure conditions, and government control capability affect 

development of the broadband industry from a macro point of view. During network 

construction, difficulties may be found in ROW acquisition, property access, and building 

pipeline layout. These problems are related to macro policies and must be addressed based on 

support of the industrial power. These problems are also related to interests of various parties 

in the industry, and therefore, a communication and cooperation platform is required.

For example, in Indonesia, the government attempts to drive economic development with 

digital transformation. All operators in Indonesia adopt the FTTH mode for new broadband 

projects. However, the number of new FTTH subscriber in 2015 was less than 20% of the 

goal. This is caused by many factors，2 of them is: 1. The ROW acquisition period is long. 2. It 

is difficult to allocate the commercial interests properly.

The ROW is classified into 2 types: right of public way and right of private way. The right 

of public way covers the way from the central office (CO) to the fiber access terminal (FAT). 

Acquisition of the right of public way requires joint approval of multiple public utility sectors, 

and the process is complicated. The right of private way covers the way from the FAT to the 

house. Approval must be obtained from the property management company and owner 

committee. During deployment, negotiation may be performed by community or even by 

house. As a result, the acquisition period is uncontrollable.

3.3.2   Creating an Industry Alliance to Address Difficulties in FTTH Development 

Based on Multi-Party Negotiation
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Figure 3-9 IFA members

In addition, the ROW acquisition, especially acquisition of the right of private way, involves 

allocation of commercial interests. Many stakeholders are involved, and the government takes 

this as a pure market-based commercial activity. As a result, FTTH deployment is often hindered 

due to interests’ allocation problems. In new construction scenarios, who construct the 

network? Who maintain the network? How to share costs and benefits? In reused scenarios, 

what is the reasonable lease price? FTTH cannot be deployed successfully if no commonly 

accepted business model is established.

To accelerate FTTH deployment, with support of the Indonesian government, the MASTEL 

(Indonesia ICT Society) organizes the Indonesia FTTH Association (IFA) to focus on local 

ICT development in Indonesia. The purpose is to build an ICT development ecosystem, to 

accelerate the construction of broadband infrastructure in Indonesia.
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Figure 3-10 Aerial deployment

During reconstruction of a building, the deployment costs and time can be significantly 

reduced if cables can be routed on the facade. In many European countries, in-building 

pipelines are insufficient, and new pipelines and fibers must be routed during FTTH 

deployment. The pipeline and fiber layout costs may account for 20% of the total costs, and 

the layout period is long. To address this problem, the Spanish government takes flexible 

monitoring measures, that is, to allow cable layout on the facade for buildings without 

strict appearance requirements. This greatly reduces the deployment costs and improves the 

deployment efficiency.

Construction specifications ensure orderly engineering. Reasonable construction specifications 

help accelerate the engineering progress, improve engineering quality, and save engineering 

materials.

Aerial cable layout is preferentially used in places where conditions permit. Existing open 

poles can be reused, reducing the construction costs and shortening the construction period. 

However, aerial cables are restricted by external environment conditions and subject to threats 

of natural disasters such as typhoon, ice, and flood. Moreover, aerial cables are also affected 

by external force and weakening of the cable mechanical strength. However, faults of aerial 

cables can be mitigated based on thorough consideration of the external environment and 

appropriate engineering technologies.

3.3.3   Adjusting Construction Specifications Based on Site Requirements to 

Reduce Civil Work Costs
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Figure 3-11 Outer-wall cable layout and in-building vertical cable layout

A large quantity of public infrastructure has been deployed in the cities, including the 

pipelines, utility poles, and manholes of electricity companies, the sewers and manholes of 

water companies, and the pipelines of transportation departments. These pipelines are public 

resources that can be reused. Operators should seek cooperation with these companies to 

reuse the resources. There are already success practices of such cooperation.

Electricity companies have rich pipeline and pole resources and are therefore the main 

cooperation partners of operators at present. There are mainly two cooperation modes:

• Joint-venture network construction and joint operation

3.3.4   Enabling Cooperation Between Operators and Public Utility Companies 

to Revitalize Inventory Public Assets and Share Benefits

In conventional in-building cable layout, holes are generally punched in each floor for routing 

vertical pipelines, and horizontal pipelines are also routed to the door of a user's room. The 

engineering workload is high. In facade cable layout, an FAT box is mounted on the facade 

of the building. Fibers are routed out of the FAT box, along the wall, through the balconies 

or windows, and to the users' rooms. For example, provided that a 10-floor building holds 

50 households, the costs of facade cable layout is 1/3 of that of the conventional in-building 

cable layout, and the layout efficiency increases by 12 times.

Conventional in-building cable layout
Horizontal 

groove Floor 
distribution 

box

Vertical 
groove

Pipelines and cables are routed in the narrow space 
floor by floor, increasing the layout difficulty and time.

Outer-wall cable layout

Cable 
installation

Cables are routed outside the building and easily 
routed into users' rooms through balconies or 

windows.
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Figure 3-12 Fiber deployment based on utility poles and 

underground utility pipelines

The electricity company and the operator establish a joint-venture company to construct and 

run the FTTH network together. A typical case is the Irish utility ESB and Vodafone, which 

established the joint-venture company SIRO, to provide the open access fiber to the building 

(FTTB) network for Irish operators.

• Independent network construction and joint operation

A typical case is that the Italian utility Enel acquires the Italian fiber infrastructure constructor 

Metroweb and builds fiber infrastructure networks by itself, for lease to operators.

In Ireland, cooperation between the Irish utility ESB and Vodafone becomes a typical model 

for reusing existing electricity infrastructure by operators. In May 2015, the two companies 

established the joint-venture company SIRO, and each held 50% of the shares. SIRO is the 

first Irish company that provides 100% fiber-based open access services. SIRO leases existing 

pipelines and utility poles from ESB, which will reduce the deployment costs by 40% as 

predicted. SIRO provides open access services for all operators. SIRO plans to cover 50 cities 

and 500,000 households by 2018. In 2016, Digiweb leases the FTTH network from SIRO to 

provide 1 Gbit/s access services for users.

By cooperation, ESB and Vodafone complemented each other and achieved a win-win 

situation. ESB has rich pipeline and utility pole resources and has invested 6 billion euro in 

construction of backbone electric power fibers. These resources can be fully used by the joint-

venture company. Vodafone has been working on providing broadband access services for 

Ireland. On the one hand, Vodafone provides fiber-related technical resources for the joint-

venture company; on the other hand, by leasing the network of the joint-venture company, 

Vodafone can quickly increase its shares in the Irish broadband access market.
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Figure 3-13 Fiber deployment based on sewers

Besides the pipeline and utility pole resources of electricity companies, pipeline resources of 

sewage companies can also be reused. In Bournemouth, UK, the fiber infrastructure provider 

Fibercity deploys fibers using existing sewers, reducing the costs by 95% compared with new 

construction scenarios. In Barcelona, Spain, the operator and sewage company route 500 km 

fibers in the sewers.

To reduce investment risks and improve capital efficiency, operators must select deployment 

areas and create a development map before implementation. A clear development map helps 

operators focus deployment and marketing resources on high-value areas. These high-value 

areas bring high returns and may also radiate FTTH demands to adjacent areas. In addition, 

the development map instructs operators to perform cluster development for multiple 

adjacent areas, reducing the deployment costs based on the scale effect. Cellular planning 

and user pre-subscription are effective methods to help operators determine the deployment 

priorities. In cellular planning, deployment areas are divided into multiple sub-areas based on 

the dimensions of geographical conditions, infrastructure, economic conditions, population 

density, and customer types. The deployment priority of each sub-area is determined based 

on these dimensions. Moreover, the competitive strength is also an important assessment 

dimension for operators newly entering the FTTH field.

3.3.5   Guaranteeing the Basic Penetration Rate with Grid Planning and User 

Pre-Subscription; Improving the Penetration Rate with Flexible Pricing Strategy 

and Enriched Services
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Figure 3-14 China Mobile cellular planning

To increase the penetration rate and shorten the TTM, operators must improve the user 

cooperation degree with flexible pricing strategy and enriched services and achieve one-

off home connection in the coverage phase. Practices show that one-off home connection 

increases the penetration rate and shortens the TTM. Moreover, the total deployment costs 

can be reduced because of the scale effect caused by centralized home connection. Singapore 

completes 90% of home connection with limited-time preferential tariff in the FTTH coverage 

phase. In the coverage phase, home connection can be performed for users for free. After the 

coverage is completed, a user must pay 200–400 SGD installation fee for requesting the FTTH 

service.

The following 3 examples show how global operators successfully deploy the FTTH network 

with the above methods.

China Mobile

China Mobile is a new participant in the Chinese broadband market. However, it has gained 

more than 60 million FTTH users by 2016. One of the key factors contributing to the success 

is that China Mobile properly selects sub-markets based on cellular planning and performs 

construction by priority. China Mobile classifies the markets into 3 priorities A, B, and C based 

on the community type and broadband penetration rate:

A: high priority, with a current penetration rate less than 15%;

B: medium priority, with a current penetration rate ranging from 15% to 40% (construction 

performed for valuable users when the budget is sufficient);

C: low priority, with a current penetration rate more than 40% (construction postponed or 

canceled).

Penetration rate 0% <15% 15-40% >40%

New community A

High-end community A A C

Middle-class community 
with young residents A A B

B

C

Suburb community 
and enterprise dorms A A B C

Small towns A B B C

Elder residents
community C C C C

A: Top priority
B: Partly Construct when budget is available 
C: Postponed or cancelled

Market Segmentation and Prioritization
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Google Fiber

Google Fiber is the first US company that provides the 1 Gbit/s access service. The 1 Gbit/s 

access service has been well accepted by the market since it was launched. In Kansas, which 

is the first US city that joined the Google Fiber project, the penetration rate in high- and 

medium-income communities reaches 75%, and that in low-income communities reaches 

30%. Two factors contribute to the Google Fiber's success: Potential customers are lured by 

pre-subscription, guaranteeing the basic penetration rate; more customers are attracted by 

enriched services and flexible pricing strategy, improving the penetration rate.

Before FTTH deployment, Google Fiber selects valuable areas and performs concentrated 

marketing in these valuable areas. Moreover, it encourages users to perform paid pre-

subscription online. When the proportion of pre-subscription households in a sub-area reaches 

the threshold, Google Fiber starts FTTH deployment. In many communities, to obtain the 

FTTH service quickly, community residents proactively encourage their neighbors to subscribe 

to the FTTH service. This guarantees the basic penetration rate for Google Fiber before FTTH 

deployment.

Figure 3-15 Google Fiber online pre-subscription

High Take-up Rate: Cherry-Pick + Pre-Registration

A Certain Thresholds
(5%~25% of the homes)

Online Pre-registration

To attract users and improve the actual installation rate, Google Fiber provides the 1 Gbit/s 

broadband and TV service with a charge of 120 USD per month and the 1 Gbit/s access service 

with a charge of 70 USD per month. It further provides the free-of-charge Internet access 

service, that is, a user can enjoy 5 Mbit/s broadband access for free after the user pays the 300 

USD installation fee. This strategy helps Google Fiber complete so many home connections in 

the network coverage phase with low costs. In addition, the charge-free customers may also 

grow into paid customers in future.
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Kenya Safricom

Safricom adopts the FTTH pre-subscription marketing strategy in a community. This improves 

the penetration rate and reduces the total deployment costs. Safricom first conducts a survey 

on community residents' intention and performs one-off home connection for households 

with consent in the coverage phase. In this way, home connection is completed for 70% of 

the households in the coverage phase. Finally, the actual penetration rate of the community 

reaches 50%, the home connection costs decrease by 40%, and the overall costs decrease 

by 2%. Figure 3-15 shows a method for assessing the effect of one-off centralized home 

connection. One-off home connection is preferred in scenarios with a high expected 

penetration rate or with high home connection costs.

Figure 3-16 Google Fiber's low charging threshold to improve the 

user cooperation degree

Figure 3-17 Profit and loss assessment method for one-off home connection

Profit and loss assessment method for one-off 
home connection:

Actual penetration rate/One-off home
connection rate > (1 – HC reduction rate)

快赢：极具吸引力的价格

Low Entry barrier

Share On-Site Cost
Attract Potential Users

(5M)

6M: $35(AT&T), $60(Comcast)

Gigabit+TV
$120/mo

Gigabit Internet
$70/mo

Free Internet
$0/mo(5M)

The automatic network planning and design software tool can improve the efficiency of 

business decision, implementation, and final acceptance. It helps operators select the most 

cost-effective deployment scheme. In the business decision phase, this tool helps operators 

obtain a complete cost list, enabling operators to quickly and accurately understand the 

3.3.6   Using the Automatic Network Planning and Design Software Tool to 

Improve Efficiency and Reduce Costs
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Figure 3-18 Automatic network planning and design software tool

In South Africa, an operator adopts the automatic network planning and design tool in a 

community project involving 250 households, greatly improving the implementation efficiency:

• The total design time is shortened by 40%, from 13.5 days to 8 days.

• The total engineering duration is shortened by 10%, from 45 days to 40 days.

In Indonesia, an operator adopts the automatic network planning and design tool, reducing 

the network construction costs:

• The FAT coverage is optimized, the number of FATs decreases by 10%.

• Network topology is optimized, making full use of existing utility poles. 

• Fiber routing is optimized, reducing more than 3000 cores of feeder fibers.

• Mid-span fiber cable branching is used, reducing the splicing workload by 25%.

GIS + Rules

BOM + Costs

Automated
&

Optimised
Design

expected deployment costs. Before implementation, this tool enables operators to compare 

multiple design schemes and select the most cost-effective network topology. In the 

implementation process, this tool enables operators to quickly adjust the design based on 

site conditions, minimizing the impact on engineering. In addition, this tool can be integrated 

with the resource system, ensuring that the final design is accurately recorded in the resource 

system and guaranteeing subsequent O&M efficiency.
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The ODN deployment is complicated. Constructors must have strong management capability 

to address the 3 challenges of ODN engineering: diverse scenarios, a large number of 

subcontractors, and high risks caused by frequent changes. This management capability 

must be standardized in the management platform, to provide stable and reliable delivery 

for customers. To push forward the project implementation, the platform should provide the 

following advantages:

• Provides complete plans and enables real-time update: Covers and associates all related 

project plans and automatically updates all project plans, problems, and risks in a real-

time manner.

• Enables timely communication between stake holders: Enables the project stakeholders 

to work and communicate on the unified platform, and automatically distributes tasks 

and updates the status.

• Determines appropriate task granularity and enables process-driven execution: 

Standardizes the workflow and drives task execution by the process; determines 

appropriate milestones and task granularity.

• Enables convenient operations: Supports the mobile office and remote acceptance; 

displays the delivery status in a visual manner.

• Quickly responds to requirement changes: Quickly responds to customer and 

subcontractor management requirements; supports fast customization on the workflow 

and delivery specifications.

• Enables data analysis and continuously improves the management process: Provides 

the data collection and analysis capability, identifies the delivery weak points, and 

continuously improves the delivery capability.

For example, the FTTH delivery management platform of a company is integrated with 

management modules, including project management, stakeholder management, human 

resources management, procurement management, risk management, and progress 

monitoring. Based on specific implementation scenarios, engineering process can be 

decomposed into several standard operation procedures (SOPs). These SOPs can compose a 

3.3.7  Optimizing the Unified Management Platform to Improve ODN 

Engineering Efficiency
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Figure 3-19 FTTH delivery management modules

Figure 3-20 SOP

Standard Operating Procedure For IP Only FTTH Project
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4.2

Participator

Customer Department

Input： Output：

sub-contractor

Output：

sub-contractor
As-built

Customer Department

Participator

Output：
sub-contractor

11.0

Input：

Participator

Input： Output：

sub-contractor
Civil Work(trenching)

Customer Department

Participator

Input： Output：
sub-contractor

7.0

sub-contractor
Preliminary Acceptance

Customer Department

Participator

Output：
sub-contractor

12.0

Input：

Connect Active and Passive equipment
6.0

Participator

Customer Department

Input：

Standard Installation Procedure For B2H Implementation

customized workflow based on local requirements, ensuring that all subcontractors follow the 

unified workflow and standards for implementation. With the mobile phone App, the platform 

performs real-time task distribution and remote site acceptance, and displays the task status as 

required.
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• In Hungary, this platform helps operators complete 1000 km OSP fiber construction 

within 18 months, covering 140,000 users. The delivery capability is improved from 2000 

users per month to 10,000 users per month. The total cost of operation (TCO) decreases 

by 25%. The platform provides the following advantages:

• Enables the operator and subcontractors to work together to determine appropriate 

delivery granularity, shorten the acceptance period, and simplify the acceptance 

documents, reducing the cash flow pressure of subcontractors.

• Automatically associates the material plan with the overall project plan and onsite survey 

report and updates the material plan in real time. This ensures timely delivery of material 

suppliers, avoids project idleness, and reduces the warehouse costs of subcontractors.

• Customizes the delivery process and associates it with the operator process, continuously 

improving the efficiency.

• Optimizes the process nodes and task granularity based on the capability of local 

subcontractors, reducing the technical requirements for workers.

• Improves the subcontractor management process. Gains subcontractors' trust by timely 

purchase order (PO) delivery, change notification, acceptance, and payment, to form a 

friendly partnership.

• Creates a local engineering efficiency baseline based on data analysis. Quickly identifies 

delivery weak points based on the baseline.

• Improves site management with the mobile phone App. Regularly monitors the site 

engineering status of subcontractors.

• Displays the delivery progress and network status on the unified platform in a visual 

manner, facilitating communication between stakeholders.
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With years of development, many highly efficient engineering technologies and ODN products 

emerge for FTTH deployment.

Manual trenching can be properly replaced with mechanical engineering in areas with simple 

underground conditions, open roads, and feasibility of centralized engineering. The new 

micro-trenching technology enables one-stop engineering for fiber layout. The 3 procedures of 

trenching, cable layout, and backfilling are completed at the same time, imposing little impact 

on the road and transportation.

3.3.8  Encouraging Engineering Technology Innovations to Improve 

Engineering Efficiency

Engineering area
Impact on 

transportation
Low engineering 

efficiency

Conventional engineering scheme: large engineering area on the road, impact
 on transportation. low engineering efficiency

Micro-
trenching

Cleaning
Pipeline
layout

backfilling Road recovery

combine harvester scheme:one-stop service,
 install trenching and backfilling, quick recovery of the road

Figure 3-21 Conventional engineering mode VS. micro-trenching

A Malaysian operator adopts the micro-trenching engineering mode. 1 machine can route 300 

m fibers a day, compared with the manual trenching and cable layout efficiency of only 10 m 

per person a day. The TCO decreases by 36%, and the efficiency increases by 58%.
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In large-scale FTTH deployment, human resources always become the bottleneck. Plug-

and-play ODN equipment reduces the technical difficulty of engineering and enlarges the 

workforce recruitment scope. Telefonica adopts plug-and-play pre-connection FATs, avoiding 

the splicing operation and reducing the home connection time by 30%. More than 10 million 

cables have been routed using this scheme.

Figure 3-23 Plug-and-play pre-connection ODN equipment

Figure 3-22 Micro-trenching engineering in Malaysia

Open cut with milling Micro-trenching Benefit

Cost $/m 42 27 36%

Distance (m/month) 3800 6000 58%

Open cut with milling

Micro-trenching
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In many countries, large and small operators or fiber infrastructure network constructors have 

deployed or are deploying a large amount of fibers. In most situations, these resources are 

not fully used, because there is no unified transaction platform to match the suppliers with 

demands. To fully revitalize existing resources and accelerate FTTH deployment, a large and 

open fiber resource transaction platform is required.

In Indonesia, A transaction platform named Fiber-go is preparing to go online on which IFA 

members can integrate fiber resources and demands. Supply parties with excessive fiber 

resources publish their leasable fiber resources, and fiber resource demand parties publish their 

lease and purchase demands. This enables fast matching between supplies and demands, 

enables market-based fair pricing, and revitalizes all existing resources.

Different problems may be found in different phases of FTTH deployment. Different measures 

must be taken to solve these problems and to reduce costs and improve efficiency.

3.3.9   Using the Fiber Resource Transaction Platform to Fast Match 

Supplies with Demands

3.3.10   FTTH Deployment Problems/Measures Checklist

Table 3-4 FTTH deployment problems/measures checklist

FTTH Deployment 

Phase
Problem Measures Effect Remarks

Business decision
Civil work costs are 

high.

Enable infrastructure 

synergy.

Share the civil work 

and related costs.

Adopt policies such 

as FTTH, dig once, 

and infrastructure 

sharing.

Cooperate with 

public utility 

companies to reuse 

existing resources.

Share the costs and 

benefits and reduce 

the risks.

Cooperate with 

electricity and 

sewage companies 

to reuse utility poles 

and sewers.

Search for suppliers 

on the open fiber 

resource transaction 

platform.

Reduce the CAPEX 

and shorten the 

TTM.

Fiber resource 

transaction platform
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FTTH Deployment 

Phase
Problem Measures Effect Remarks

Business decision

Common difficulties 

for the whole 

industry: It is hard 

to obtain ROW 

and access to 

communities; there 

is no assurance 

for commercial 

interests; 

construction 

specifications are 

incomplete or 

unreasonable.

Establish an industry 

alliance.

Streamline the 

whole industry chain 

and improve policies 

and monitoring 

performance.

Industry policy 

whiter paper and 

industry standard 

specifications

The investment 

goal is hard to 

determine, and the 

capital efficiency is 

low.

Cellular planning 

and user pre-

subscription 

Concentrate 

resources on 

valuable areas, 

guaranteeing the 

basic penetration 

rate.

Cellular planning, 

user pre-

subscription, and 

cluster development 

The actual 

installation rate is 

low.

Flexible pricing 

strategy and 

enriched services

Improve the user 

cooperation degree 

and the penetration 

rate.

Limited-time 

preferential tariff 

and one-off home 

connection

The assessment 

on the network 

construction costs is 

inaccurate, and the 

business decision 

efficiency is low.

Automatic network 

planning and design 

tool

Improve the 

efficiency, quickly 

obtain the 

accurate costs, 

and accelerate the 

business decision.

Automatic software 

tool
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FTTH Deployment 

Phase
Problem Measures Effect Remarks

Network planning 

and design

Network planning is 

not clear.
Cellular planning

Generate a 

clear network 

development map 

and determine 

the deployment 

priorities.

Divide the 

deployment areas 

and determine 

the deployment 

priorities based 

on the following 

6 dimensions: 

geographical 

conditions, 

infrastructure, 

economic 

conditions, 

population density, 

customer types, 

and competitive 

strength.

Construction 

specifications 

are excessively 

strict, and the 

implementation 

costs are high.

Adjust construction 

specifications 

based on site 

requirements.

Reduce the 

deployment 

difficulty and costs.

Aerial cable layout, 

façade cable 

layout, and shallow 

trenches

Network design 

workforce is 

insufficient, and the 

efficiency is low.

Automatic network 

planning and design 

tool

Shorten the design 

period and enable 

fast iteration of 

design schemes.

Automatic software 

tool

Fibers cannot be 

deployed in some 

regions due to 

restrictions of 

the geographical 

conditions.

Product solution 

innovations

Replace the fiber 

solution with 

innovative product 

solutions in specific 

scenarios.

Microwave 

backhaul（refer to 

chapter 4）

Engineering 

implementation

External engineering 

management 

is complicated, 

the engineering 

duration is long, 

and the engineering 

quality is hard to 

control.

Complete 

and unified 

management 

platform

Improve the 

management quality 

and efficiency, 

and shorten the 

construction 

duration.

Comprehensive 

delivery 

management 

platform

A few engineering 

technologies are 

available, and 

the engineering 

efficiency is low.

Engineering 

technology 

innovations

Apply different 

engineering 

technologies to 

different scenarios, 

improving the 

engineering 

efficiency.

Micro-trenching and 

combine harvester

Technical workers 

are insufficient.

Engineering 

technology 

innovations

Improve the 

efficiency, and 

reduce technical 

requirements.

Pre-connection and 

pre-assembly in the 

factory
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3.4  Global Typical Cases

Spain established its FTTH strategy in 2012. By the end of 2015, the FTTH deployment had 

covered 30 million households (including repeated coverage of multiple operators) and 

more than 3 million subscribers. Spain plans to achieve 100% household coverage by 2020. 

The FTTH construction in Spain has become a typical model for cost-effective and fast FTTH 

deployment in Europe. Policies of the Spanish government contribute to this success.

The Spanish government formulated prospective policies, supporting to create favorable 

pipeline conditions in Spain. Since 1998, the Spanish government has required that 

communications pipelines to be constructed for each new building, to provide the 

communication service. At present, the infrastructure serves more than 20% of the 

households. Since 2000, the government has stipulated a legal framework for cooperation 

between public utility companies and operators in terms of pipelines. In Barcelona, the 

operator and Sewage Company cooperate to route more than 500 km fibers. The sewage 

company routes and maintains pipelines in the sewers, and the operator routes and maintains 

fibers. These policies are well accepted by EU and are promoted in other EU countries.

Spain takes flexible monitoring measures to reduce the FTTH deployment costs. The Spanish 

government allows cable layout on the facades of buildings, reducing the home connection 

costs by about 20%.

The Spanish government requires that the communications pipeline owners open the 

pipelines to all operators at a unified price. This encourages operators to use existing pipelines, 

improving the FTTH deployment efficiency.

3.4.1   Spain

FTTH construction is booming around the world. Spain, China, and Portugal have gained 

significant achievement in recent 3 years. Countries like South Africa and Indonesia are 

also continuously working on innovations. This section provides more FTTH construction 

information of these countries.
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Figure 3-24 PTC pipelines and pipeline resource information system

Portugal is another country achieving FTTH construction success in Europe. By the end of 

2015, PTC had covered 2.5 million households, accounting for 60% of the total households in 

Portugal. The coverage is accurate to the door not just the building. At present, PTC provides a 

delivery capability of 60,000 households per month. Construction costs of the passive network 

are reduced to 100 Euros.

Foreseeing monitoring policies contribute to the success. Portugal has foreseen that alternative 

operators will require access to pipelines of PTC, a conventional operator. Early in 2004, the 

Telecommunications Act stipulated that PTC must open its pipelines. In 2006, the Reference 

Offer for Access to Ducts (ORCA) took effect. Pipeline resources of PTC are accurately recorded 

in the resource management system. Operators authorized by PTC can access this system.

Lease prices for PTC pipelines are also specified:

A Districts (Porto, Lisboa) < €20,000

B Districts (Setúbal, Aveiro, and so on) < €7,000

C Districts (Santarém, Leiria, and so on) – €3,000

D Districts (Guarda, Vila Real, and so on) – €1,500

3.4.2   Portugal
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The Chinese government established the national broadband strategy in 2013 and took FTTH 

as the main part of the broadband network. By May 2016, the number of FTTH users has 

reached 180 million, and 446 million households have been covered. Operators achieve this 

success with strong support of the government.

For example, by the end of 2015, the number of FTTH users has reached 70% of the total 

number of households in Shanghai. In the beginning, FTTH deployment encounters difficulty 

in the following 4 dimensions: standard implementation, construction implementation, 

citizen acceptance, and cluster reconstruction. First, the Shanghai municipal government 

issues several policies for pushing forward FTTH construction, and the Shanghai construction 

and management committee issues the Technical specification for communication accessory 

project of residential buildings. These 2 specifications stipulate that broadband construction 

3.4.3   China

In 2009, Portugal further enacted law to require that all entities with pipelines applicable 

to telecommunications networks open their pipelines. These entities include public utility 

companies and alternative operators. The pipeline information is recorded in the unified 

resource management system. In addition, these entities are required to:

• Publish the procedures and conditions applicable to the access;

• Have cost oriented access prices;

• Answer to access requests in less than 20 working days;

• Guarantee the space for 4 months.

Portugal also defines regulations on in-building infrastructure:

• 2 or more optical fibers must be reserved in a newly built house. Telecom operators can 

share the infrastructure.

• For an existing building, the first infrastructure operator must provide 2 or more optical 

fibers for each household. Other operators can share the infrastructure. The second 

operator accessing the building pays 50% of the costs, the third operator accessing the 

building pays 33% of the costs, and so on.

• Cables can be routed on the facade of an existing building.
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Figure 3-25 Practice training base

is centered around FTTH and FTTH must be applied to new residential buildings. Second, the 

Shanghai municipal government works closely with operators to determine the development 

goals. Cooperation tasks are delivered from the top down, instructing the sub-district 

governments to help operators solve specific problems. Third, the government helps with the 

FTTH publicity activities. In Shanghai World Expo 2010, the Shanghai municipal government 

cooperated with Shanghai Telecom in FTTH promotion, successfully completing FTTH 

reconstruction for communities around the Shanghai World Expo site. Finally, the government 

helps mediate various problems between operators, property management companies, and 

users based on its strong mediation capability.

Besides support of the Shanghai municipal government, Shanghai Telecom also proactively 

searches for highly efficient FTTH construction methods. In the planning phase, the cellular 

planning technology is used, improving the capital efficiency. The network design follows the 

unified ODN design specifications. Scenarios are classified, and standard design is applied to 

each type of scenarios, improving the efficiency of large-scale implementation and facilitating 

future maintenance. ODN equipment is selected based on the standard and modular 

requirements, reducing the procurement costs. In terms of engineering, a complete training 

and certification system and a practice training base are created, to train management, 

design, and engineering personnel. The system and training base were first put into use in 

2010, and up to 7000 personnel completed training within the year. In terms of O&M, the 

resource system construction is strengthened, ensuring resource accuracy. Moreover, the 

goal of automatic service provisioning is created in the very beginning, ensuring high service 

provisioning efficiency. After submitting an application, a user can obtain the FTTH service 

within 48 hours. The indoor installation and commissioning time for a user is less than 30 

minutes.
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It has become a trend that mobile operators enter the fixed network field. An operator in 

South Africa started FTTH cons ruction in 2015 and has completed only 30% of the user 

coverage goal. The unexpected long construction duration and high costs even shakes its 

confidence in FTTH development.

The operator and its partners came up with 5 steps for FTTH deployment, to reduce the costs 

and improve the deployment efficiency:

Make full use of existing infrastructure.

Encourage the operator to make full use of existing pipelines in the communities and 

cooperate with the communities in diverse forms. For example, use existing pipelines in the 

communities to route fibers. As a compensation for the community residents, reserve fibers for 

security surveillance and communication inside the communities.

Select the most cost-effective network design.

Based on analysis, change L1 splitting of the topology to L2 splitting. This reduces the pipeline 

and fiber engineering workload and reduces the civil work costs by 10%.

Use the automatic planning tool to quickly complete scheme design and obtain accurate 

costs. In this way, accurate costs can be obtained early in the business decision phase. In the 

implementation phase, the design time is reduced by 40%, and the total construction duration 

is shortened by 10%. Moreover, the planning tool is applied to the resource management 

system, ensuring resource accuracy.

Use appropriate engineering technologies.

Persuade the property owners to use the aerial deployment mode if the community conditions 

allow. This reduces the total deployment costs and deployment time by 50%. In communities 

with high requirements for the engineering progress, use the micro-trenching technology, 

which reduces the engineering duration by 60%.

3.4.4   South Africa
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Figure 3-26 Micro-trenching

Select appropriate equipment.

Use plastic manholes, with a weight less than 1/5 of that of concrete manholes. Plastic 

manholes can be quickly installed by onsite personnel, without the need of dedicated 

transportation vehicles or hoisting equipment. In addition, plastic manholes better adapt to 

large-scale production, reducing the supply pressure.

Minimize the technical requirements.

Use pre-connection products, reducing the splicing operations and technical requirements and 

improving the onsite engineering efficiency.

With the above measures, the total FTTH deployment costs can be reduced by a maximum of 

30%, and the construction duration can be shortened by a maximum of 40%.

Figure 3-27 Plastic manhole
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Figure 3-28 IFA establishment ceremony

Indonesia is the world's fourth most populous country. It has a population of 250 million 

people and 69 million households. The penetration rate of mobile communications reaches 

120%, and LTE communications growths rapidly. However, the fixed broadband development 

is slow, with a current penetration rate of only 7%, far below the Indonesia's national 

planning goal of 71%. The inventory of copper cables in Indonesia is small. Therefore, FTTH 

construction is obviously the first choice of operators. Many parties participate in FTTH 

deployment, but the deployment progress is slow because there is no cooperation platform 

and mechanism.

Low efficiency and difficulty in commercial interests’ allocation result in the slow FTTH 

infrastructure development in Indonesia: 1. The ROW approval process is complicated, 

and the approval period is long. 2. The owners of the right of private way require interests 

sharing, increasing the entry threshold. 3. The government has no planning or standard for 

communications pipelines. 4. Professional technical workers are insufficient. The skills of new 

engineering personnel must be improved.

After identifying these core obstacles, with support of the government, the MASTEL (Indonesia 

ICT Society) organizes the IFA by integrating the upstream and downstream participants in the 

industry chain, including the governments, operators, equipment vendors, real estate agents, 

infrastructure constructors, ISPs, OTTs, and consulting agencies. The purpose is to build an ICT 

development ecosystem of Indonesia, integrate limited resources, and create new business 

cooperation modes to achieve a win-win situation. Furthermore, the IFA gives suggestions on 

and influences the industry policies and formulates industry standards, to accelerate the FTTH 

network coverage.

3.4.5   Indonesia
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The IFA signs a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to define the following objectives:

• Take fiber-based broadband infrastructure as strategic public infrastructure of the country.

• Deploy communications pipelines for newly constructed roads.

• Simplify the ROW approval process and shorten the approval duration.

• Pre-route optical fibers for newly constructed buildings.

• Share municipal pipelines.

• Push forward the implementation of Indonesian broadband development policies and 

standard white papers.

At present, the Indonesian government and IFA have taken specific actions and achieved 

preliminary effects. After the ROW approval process is simplified, the ROW acquisition time is 

reduced from a maximum of 3 months to less than 1 month. The construction specifications 

are adjusted, reducing the trenching depth from 100 cm to 70 cm in scenarios where 

conditions allow. Base on this platform, stakeholders involved in FTTH deployment properly 

communicate with each other and attempt to seek a more universal business cooperation 

mode.

In addition, after identifying the weak points in engineering implementation, Indonesian 

operators start to seek consultation and learn from countries with great achievements in FTTH 

construction, for example, China. These measures effectively improve the FTTH deployment 

management capability and the skills of engineering personnel.
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Figure 4-1 Microwave backhaul and mini OLT

An ideal FTTH network is a 100% fiber-based network. However, fibers are deployed step 

by step during FTTH development. In the deployment process, some network sections may 

encounter unexpected difficulties due to constraints of the ROW and geographical conditions. 

For example, expenses for obtaining the right of private way are high, or fibers are routed 

across islands. Operators must be prepared for these difficulties.

The microwave technology has achieved significant development in recent years, and the 

microwave bandwidth reaches 10 Gbit/s. The microwave technology can be applied to 

mobile backhaul and even backhaul for fixed networks with higher bandwidth requirements. 

Operators can address the ROW and geographical difficulties by combining micro backhaul 

and FTTH.

Shandong Mobile in China Microwave + FTTH

Shandong Mobile provides FTTH services for a village with 500 households by using the 

microwave backhaul technology and a mini OLT. After the first phase is completed, the 

microwave backhaul bandwidth reaches 500 Mbit/s, and the bandwidth per user reaches 10 

Mbit/s (with a convergence ratio of 1:4 and an expected penetration rate of 40%), meeting 

the primary target of EU DEA for the year 2020. In the second phase, the microwave backhaul 

bandwidth can be upgraded to 4 Gbit/s, and the bandwidth per user can be improved to 80 

Mbit/s.

Overcome the Geographical Obstacle in Broadband 
Network Deployment with Microwave4
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A European Country Microwave + FTTx

The country contains many islands. The fixed broadband coverage is hard to improve due to 

lack of fiber connection between the islands. After the fixed broadband coverage for major 

cities was completed in 2010, the national coverage retains at 50%, without increase.

To provide broadband access for more users, the operator adopts the cross-island microwave 

backhaul scheme to address the geographical restrictions. After the first phase is completed, 

the microwave backhaul bandwidth reaches 500 Mbit/s, and the bandwidth per user 

reaches 30 Mbit/s, meeting the primary goal of EU DEA for the year 2020. In the future, the 

microwave backhaul bandwidth can be upgraded to 4 Gbit/s, and the bandwidth per user can 

be improved to 150 Mbit/s.

Based on the microwave backhaul scheme, the operator increases the fixed network 

broadband coverage to 60% in 2014, with an increase rate of 10%. By the second quarter of 

2016, the operator has increased the fixed network broadband coverage to 70%.

Users (per Village) Bandwidth (Mbit/s) Convergence Ratio Required Bandwidth
Microwave Capacity 

(Mbit/s)

200 30 1:30 200 500

Table 4-1 User bandwidth
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The wireless to the x (WTTx) mode makes full use of inventory 4G network resources, 

popularizes universal broadband access services, and encourages users to use broadband 

services. At present, the penetration rate of the 4G network is much higher than that of the 

fixed access network. The penetration rate of the 4G network exceeds 100% in some regions. 

The bandwidth of the 4G network may be redundant in sparsely populated regions or regions 

with insufficient broadband services. If these regions also lack wired access infrastructure, the 

redundant bandwidth resources may be used to provide broadband access services for users 

based on WTTx. In regions with copper cable infrastructure, the hybrid WTTx and DSL mode 

can be used to improve the bandwidth, for the purpose of competition or because the DSL 

access rate is low (for example, < 5 Mbit/s) and the access bandwidth cannot be increased in a 

short time.

The broadband network is an important part of the national ICT. The definition of broadband 

is constantly developing. As broadband services are enriched, user experience requirements 

also increase. Driven by these 2 factors, most WTTx users will eventually divert their attention 

to the FTTx mode. The WTTx network requires low construction costs and a short construction 

period. However, spectrum resource restrictions limit the application scope of the WTTx 

network. Broadband services become increasingly popular, and services are constantly 

enriched. With popularization of services requiring high bandwidth, such as the 4K service, 

spectrum resource restrictions of the WTTx network may degrade user experience. Moreover, 

to adapt to ICT transformation, most countries are constantly updating the definition of 

broadband. EU defines the minimum access bandwidth requirements for the year 2020: a 

bandwidth of more than 30 Mbit/s must be provided for all households; a bandwidth of more 

than 100 Mbit/s must be provided for 50% of the households. Some regions where WTTx 

development starts early have started to adopt the FTTH mode.

Developing Broadband network Based on WTTx and FTTx 
by Reusing Inventory Wireless Network Resources5
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5.1   Providing Quick Broadband Coverage Based on WTTx in 

Regions Lacking Wired Infrastructure

The following 2 types of regions lack wired infrastructure: 1. sparsely populated regions in 

developing or developed countries, for example, the countryside or other remote areas; 

2. developing countries with insufficient broadband services, for example, some African 

countries. In the first type of regions, due to adverse geographical conditions, costs of 

deploying new fixed network infrastructure or upgrading existing fixed network infrastructure 

are high, and the construction period is long. The WTTx mode can make full use of the 

inventory 4G network resources in these regions and quickly provide broadband access 

services for users with low costs. In addition, because these regions are sparsely populated, 

the bandwidth per user is high. In the second type of regions, existing wired infrastructure, 

such as copper cables, is insufficient. In the recent years, wireless technologies, especially the 

4G technology, experience great development as main communications techniques. These 

regions are not involved in the rapid development period of broadband access and therefore 

cannot provide sufficient broadband services at present. Broadband services are not popular 

among users. The bandwidth requirements are low. The WTTx mode can provide basic 

broadband access services for users, encouraging users to use broadband access services.

In the Philippines, copper cable infrastructure is insufficient, and the broadband penetration 

rate is only 10%. Globe provides different levels of broadband products for users in the LTE 

WTTx, DSL, or FTTH mode. As shown in the following figure, the WTTx mode supports the 5 

Mbit/s and 10 Mbit/s products. 10 Mbit/s (or higher) products are available only in the DSL or 

FTTH mode.
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Figure 5-1 Broadband packages of Globe
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5.2   Improving Access Bandwidth Based on WTTx and FTTx

To improve competitive strength, operators must improve the bandwidth for users in a short 

time. However, the period of constructing a new network or reconstructing an existing 

network is long, which is not acceptable. For example, in remote areas, the length of existing 

copper cables is long, and the costs of deploying sites closer to end users are high, hindering 

further bandwidth improvement. In some high-value areas, FTTH cannot be deployed in a 

short time, increasing the risk of losing customers of the inventory copper cables. The bonding 

access mode overlaps LTE WTTx access on a basis of the existing copper cable-based VDSL2 

access, increasing the bandwidth for users in a short time. This solution is easy to implement. 

User terminals must be upgraded to support both the conventional VDSL2 upstream mode 

and the wireless LTE upstream mode. When the VDSL2 bandwidth is insufficient, the LTE 

upstream bandwidth can be increased. The bonding access mode provides a bandwidth twice 

(or more) that of existing copper cables. Therefore, the operators can improve the competitive 

strength in a short time and retain high-value customers. This reserves time for routing 

network infrastructure pipelines subsequently.

DT is faced with great competition pressure from MSOs. In scenarios where optical fibers 

cannot be routed or sites cannot be deployed closer to end users in a short time, DT adopts 

the bonding access solution to provide high access bandwidth for users. The bonding access 

solution provides a maximum bandwidth of 200 Mbit/s (DSL 100 Mbit/s + LTE 100 Mbit/s). 

To reduce occupation of LTE bandwidth resources, the bonding access terminal preferentially 

uses the DSL bandwidth. The DSL channel and the LTE channel work as backup for each other, 

improving the access stability. With the bonding access solution, DT retains customers and 

explores 5% new users, reserving time for the network upgrade.

Figure 5-2 Typical bonding access topology
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Figure 5-3 Bonding access package of DT

The previous cases show that the Gigaband network can be constructed in various ways. 

Worldwide operators can select the most cost-effective and feasible solution based on their 

respective conditions and national broadband planning goals. The network solutions are faced 

with different challenges. For the copper cable network and coaxial cable network, operators 

must work close with equipment vendors, to continuously increase the bandwidth of the 

access network, build a network architecture supporting smooth evolution, and make full use 

of existing site resources. For the FTTH network, the challenge lies in the infrastructure. Besides 

the investment of national resources, stakeholders, including the government, operator, 

constructor, and equipment vendor, must seek innovation in the monitoring policies, business 

modes, engineering technologies, and management methods. The potential of microwave 

is very large. In the near future, more spectrum resource and bandwidth can be available. 

WTTx is a new broadband access mode. It is not developed to replace FTTx but to promote 

the development of FTTx.. The potentials of inventory resources must be fully exploited in 

the dimensions of business modes, technologies, and monitoring policies. This is the most 

effective way to construct the  Gigaband network in a cost-effective and efficient manner.

Summary
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